PACKAGES OF EXPERIENCES

Discover karviná

be active, romantic, adventurous, craz y, creative...
and much, much more

Tourist catalogue KARVINÁ – something for everyone

Introduction
Would you like to spend your leisure time doing interesting activities, relaxing, and
leaning something new as well? Try our Packages of Experiences in Karviná! If you want
to experience something new, something unforgettable, then you’re sure to find something
that suits you among our wide range of experiences. With the ‘Secrets of the Orient’ package, you can become a princess for a few hours. Or choose our package ‘William Tell’s magic
arrow’, which will catapult you into the Middle Ages. You can go up in a plane, gallop along
on horseback, or just sit back and enjoy a tour in a horse-drawn carriage. You can relax as a
family or as a couple, admire beautiful parks and gardens, or give free rein to your creative
side. A Package of Experiences is an ideal gift for someone close to you. With our packages,
your dreams can come true…

Try out our Packages
of Experiences:
Quadbike madness…
William Tell’s magic arrow…
Symphony of flowers…
Flowers that never wilt…
Grand romantic journey…
Secrets of the Orient…
Just for two…
Magical hair makeover…
A unique jewel of your very own…
Woodcarving adventure…
Á
KARVIN
Right on target…
Horse-riding for beginners…
See the world from the saddle…
Between heaven and earth…
„fajne“
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Introduction
Where can you buy Packages of Experiences?

You can buy our packages at the Karviná Town Information Centre, at the reception of Darkov
Spa, over the internet at www.valasske-kralovstvi.cz/balickyzazitku, and soon you will be
able to use a network of selected information centres, hotels, and travel agencies. Later this
network will be expanded to take in a range of other licensed sales points. When you buy a
package, you will get an experience voucher giving you all the necessary information about
how to experience your package.

How can you buy Packages of Experiences?

You can buy our packages in two versions: ‘open’ or ‘reserved’. If you buy an open package,
you must reserve the experience in advance at the Wallachian Kingdom Information Centre,
by phone on +420 571 655 196, outside opening hours on +420 774 668 011, or by e-mailing
balickyzazitku@valasske-kralovstvi.cz. Unless stated otherwise on the coupon, the expiry
data is one year after purchase.

How to experience your Package of Experiences?

When you reserve and pay for your package, you will be given all necessary information on
how to actually use it, especially the precise date and time.
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William Tell’s magic arrow
Package code for 1–3 people: AKT 023 053
Package code for 4–6 people: AKT 024 054
Along with tennis and golf, archery is one of the noble
sports, a refined pastime that can be enjoyed well into
old age. Using various types of bow and arrow, see if you
can hit the target. Can you do as well as William Tell?

Contents of the package:

> Clients meet the instructor at
an agreed location (Spa park).
> Try out several types of bow and arrow.
> Receive basic instruction.
> Shoot at straw targets.
> Gifts – town plan and Wallachian Kingdom
gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon
post after the event):
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Wallachian Kingdom actionprint.
• Karviná story postcard.

Physical abilities:
No limits.
Total time:
1.5 hours.
Number of participants: 1–3 or 4–6, larger groups can
be arranged.
Spectators:
Spectators can be present.
Clothes and equipment: Clothes depending on
weather conditions.
Equipment is supplied by the
service provider.
Season:
March–November.
Weather:
In good weather.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book:
Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
Other remarks:
You will need to provide your
own interpreter.

Right on target
Package code: AKT 018 048
“Bullseye!” Aim, hold your breath, pull the
trigger… At the sports shooting range, you
will have an ideal opportunity to put your
marksmanship to the test. Target practice
with small-bore sports rifles and pistols.

Contents of the package:

> I nstruction on safety and correct
shooting technique.
> Target shooting with a number of
different weapons, under the supervision of an experienced instructor.
> Hire of the shooting range.
> Hire of protective equipment.
> Hire of guns.
> Ammunition (100–150 rounds).
> Gifts – town plan and Wallachian
Kingdom gift pack (you will receive
this by pigeon post after the event):
• Commemorative certificate,
Wallachian Kingdom passport,
Wallachian Kingdom actionprint,
Wallachian Kingdom postcard,
Wallachian Kingdom sticker.
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Physical abilities: The package is designed for clients over 18
years of age.
Total time:
90 minutes.
Number
of participants: The package is designed for one person.
Special arrangements can be made for more
than one person to take part.
Spectators:
Spectators can be present (maximum 4 people).
Clothing:
Depending on weather conditions.
Equipment:
All necessary equipment will be provided.
Season:
All year round.
Weather:
The service does not depend on weather
conditions.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 14 days in advance.

Magical hair makeover
Magic and sorcery can sometimes
come true in real life – as you will
find out in the capable hands of a
professional hairdresser. Treat
yourself, change your image,
indulge your hair, and enjoy the
magic of this makeover.

Package code: Basic POH 065 185
Basic plus POH 066 186
Silver POH 067 187
Gold POH 068 188

Contents of the package:

> Basic (for short hair) – hair consultancy, hairstyle change (highlights, cut,
styling), according to client’s wishes.
> Basic plus (like Basic, but also includes colour).
> Silver (for medium-length hair) – hair consulPhysical abilities: No limits.
tancy, hairstyle change (colour, highlights,
Total time:
1–3 hours depending on
cut, styling) according to client’s wishes.
chosen service.
> Gold (like Silver, but for long hair).
Number
of
> Gifts – novelty pencil, Wallachian Kingdom
participants:
1 person.
gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon post
Spectators:
Max.
1 person.
after the service):
Clothes and
• Basic and Basic plus: Commemorative
equipment:
Normal clothing.
certificate, Wallachian Kingdom passport,
Season:
All year round.
postcard, Wallachian Kingdom print.
Weather:
The service does not depend
• Silver and Gold: Commemorative
certificate, Wallachian Kingdom passport,
on weather conditions.
Wallachian Kingdom sticker, postcard,
Location:
Karviná.
Wallachian Kingdom print.
When to book:
Minimum 2 months in advance.

Just for two
Package code: POH 036 097
Plan a day just for you and your partner,
friend… Pamper yourselves, forget
about all your day-to-day worries.
Today is just for the two of you.

Contents of the package:

> Private sauna.
> Massage 2 × 30 minutes.
> Massage bath for two (choice of two baths or
one corner bath).
> Aromatic bath oils.
> Relaxing music, candles.
> Refreshing drinks, coffee, tea.
> Gifts – ‘Warming Heart’ and Wallachian
Kingdom gift pack (you will receive this by
pigeon post after the service):
• Commemorative certificate, Wallachian
Kingdom passport, Wallachian Kingdom
postcard, Wallachian Kingdom funprint.

Physical abilities:
Total time:
Number
of participants:
Spectators:
Clothes
and equipment:
Season:
Weather:
Location:
When to book:

No limits.
4–5 hours.
2 people.
Due to the nature of the service,
spectators cannot be present.
Normal clothes.
All year round.
The service does not depend on
weather conditions.
Karviná.
Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
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See the world from the saddle
Package code: AKT 041 108
If you have already mastered the basics of horse-riding, this
package allows you to saddle up and go out for a ride. The world
looks different when you’re on horseback – forget your everyday
cares and worries, and feel at one
with nature.

Contents of the package:

> Cowboy shirt hire.
> Saddle, harness.
> Countryside ride accompanied
by an experienced instructor.
> After the ride, unharnessing,
care of the horse.
> Cowboy menu and refreshments.
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and
Wallachian Kingdom gift pack
(you will receive this by pigeon
post after the service):
• Wallachian Kingdom passport,
Commemorative certificate,
Wallachian Kingdom horseprint,
Wallachian Kingdom postcard.

Physical abilities: Clients must take
account of their
current state of
health. The
service is not
suitable for
beginners.
Total time:
4–5 hours.
Number of
participants:
1 person.
Spectators:
Spectators cannot be present.
Clothes and
equipment:
Clothing depending on weather and season.
Jeans are not suitable. All necessary riding
equipment is provided as part of the package.
Season:
All year round.
Weather:
The service cannot take place in rain or other
very poor weather conditions.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.

Horse-riding for beginners
Package code: AKT 011 040
Your first taste of horse-riding under the supervision of an
experienced instructor. This two-hour course will show you how
to approach and mount a horse correctly, and will teach you
the basic rules and commands for controlling the horse. Not all
beginnings are hard, as long as you have a good teacher.

Contents of the package:

> Introduction to riding equipment.
> Learn how to approach a horse correctly.
> Saddling, mounting and getting off, basic
commands, controlling the horse, short ride
supervised by an instructor.
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and Wallachian
Kingdom gift pack (you will receive this by
pigeon post after the event/service):
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Wallachian Kingdom horseprint.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
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Physical abilities: Clients must take account of their
current state of health.
Total time:
2 hours.
Number of
participants:
The package is designed for one
person.
Spectators:
Spectators can be present.
Clothes and
equipment:
Clothing depending on season
and weather conditions, sturdy
shoes. All equipment will be
provided as part of the package.
Season:
All year round.
Weather:
The service cannot take place in
rain or other very poor weather
conditions.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.

Grand romantic journey
Package code: POH 035 095

Contents of the package:

The romantics among you will love this
ride in a horse-drawn carriage. Sit back,
make yourselves comfortable and enjoy
the soothing clip-clop of the horse’s
hooves. This ride – courtesy of a driver
in full livery – will take you back to the
romantic days of old.

> A driver in full livery will bring the four-seater
carriage to the start location (the outdoor
summer cinema in Karviná) at an agreed time.
Clients will be welcomed with a bottle of
champagne and taken through the spa park and
chateau grounds back to the historical town
centre.
> The ride includes a guided tour.
> The two-hour ride includes a half-hour break in
a selected café.
> Gifts – novelty pencil and Wallachian Kingdom
gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon post
after the event):
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Wallachian Kingdom horseprint.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
• Wallachian Kingdom sticker.

Physical abilities: No limits.
Total time:
2 hours.
Number of
participants:
Maximum of 4 people.
Spectators:
Due to the nature of the service,
spectators cannot be present.
Clothes and
equipment:
Clothing depending on weather
conditions.
Season:
April–October.
Weather:
In good weather.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
Other remarks: You will need to provide your
own interpreter.

Quadbike madness
Package code: for 1 person AKT 058 178
for 2 people AKT 059 179
for 3 people AKT 060 180
Do you want to experience adrenalin thrills on four wheels? On road, off road,
through forests and open country? Then our quadbike package is the one for you!

Contents of the package:

> Introduction to quadbikes, controls,
instruction on driving technique.
> Rides on a motocross course, offroad, and
on a track.
> Hire of helmet, gloves and protective
equipment.
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and Wallachian
Kingdom gift pack (you will receive this by
pigeon post after the service):
• For 1–2 people: Commemorative
certificate, Wallachian Kingdom passport,
postcard (Wallachian Kingdom and
Karviná), Wallachian Kingdom print.
• For 3 people: Commemorative
certificate, Wallachian Kingdom
passport, postcard (Wallachian Kingdom
and Karviná), Wallachian Kingdom sticker,
Wallachian Kingdom print.

Physical abilities: The programme is suitable for adults
and children from 10 years of age
(children’s quadbikes can be hired).
Clients must take account of their
current state of health.
Total time:
approx. 1 hour.
Number of
participants:
1–3 people.
Spectators:
Spectators can be present.
Clothes and
equipment:
Sports clothing depending on
weather conditions and season.
Season:
April–October.
Weather:
In good weather conditions.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book:
Ideally 1 week in advance.
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Between heaven and earth
Package code: POH 040 096
From the skies, everything looks different.
Even familiar places and
buildings can surprise us
when viewed from above.
Take some unique photos
or video footage of Karviná and its surroundings.

Contents of the package:

> 30-minute flight in a Koala
ultralight.
> Clients can choose the route.
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and
Wallachian Kingdom gift pack
(you will receive this by pigeon
post after the event/service):
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
• Wallachian Kingdom sticker.
• Flyprint.
• Redbull.

Physical
abilities:
Total time:
Number of
participants:
Spectators:
Clothes and
equipment:
Season:
Weather:

Clients must be older than 18 years of age;
younger people only when accompanied by a
legal guardian.
30 minutes.

1 person.
No problem.
Normal clothing. Don’t forget your camera or
camcorder!
May–October.
Only in good weather. The best time of day is
the late afternoon, around 5 p.m.
Location:
Karviná, Orlová.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
Other remarks: You will need to provide your own interpreter.

Flowers that never wilt
Package code: for 1 person (black and white) POH 061 181
for 2 people (black and white) POH 062 182
for 1 people (colour) POH 063 183, for 2 people (colour) POH 064 184
Give flowers your own artistic signature and the imprint of your personality… Under the supervision of
an artist, you can discover the beauty of flowers from within, express the mood of the season, seek inspiration in the flowers themselves… Yes – you too can try your hand at being an artist.

Contents of the package:

> First clients talk with the artist about the chosen
technique. If drawing is chosen, the focus will
be more on the visual details of the flower itself.
> Explanation of the basics of composition,
outline, volume, shading, space.
> Explanation of drawing and painting techniques,
which give the work its own personality. Painting partly uses abstract means of applying paint
(colour impression) in an attempt to capture the
harmony, beauty and poetry of the flower by using your imagination and removing inhibitions.
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and Wallachian Kingdom gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon
post after the service):
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Wallachian Kingdom print.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
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Physical abilities:
Total time:
Number of
participants:
Spectators:
Clothes and
equipment:

Season:
Weather:
Location:
When to book:
Other remarks:

No limits.
4–5 hours.
Maximum of 2 participants.
1 spectator if there is 1 partici
pant, otherwise spectators
cannot be present.
Comfortable working or home
clothes, a smock can be hired.
Equipment will be provided to
suit the chosen technique
– pencils, pastels, paints, brushes,
paper, easel etc.
All year round.
The service does not depend on
weather conditions.
Karviná.
Ideally 2–3 weeks in advance.
You will need to provide your
own interpreter.

Symphony of flowers
Package code: POH 032 093
Let yourself be enchanted
by a flood of colours,
shapes and fragrances.
The botanic gardens
are the perfect place for
relaxation, daydreaming
and inspiration.

Contents of the package:
>
		
		
		
>
		
		
>
		
		
		
		
		
		

Clients visit the botanic gardens: 1 hour in the
company of a guide who will describe the
types of flowers and trees currently in season,
1 hour in the company of a landscape gardener.
The package includes light refreshments
(coffee, tea, chocolate) and a small memento
in a flowerpot.
Gifts – seed postcard and Wallachian Kingdom
gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon post
after the event/service):			
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
• Commemorative certificate.
• Wallachian Kingdom funprint.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.

Physical abilities: No limits.
Total time:
2 hours.
Number of
participants:
1–3 people.
Spectators:
Up to 3 people
(including participants).
Clothes and
Clothing depending on weather
equipment:
conditions.
Season:
April–October.
Weather:
The service does not depend on
weather conditions.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
Other remarks: You will need to provide your
own interpreter.

Secrets of the Orient
Package code for 1–3 people: POH 030 060
Package code for 4–6 people: POH 031 061
The translucent veil suggests the contours of the dancer’s body. Elegant,
sensual, beautiful, exotic… Oriental dance is a bridge between the mind
and the soul – as majestic and regal as classical ballet. Let yourselves be
swept away by the rhythm, listen to your body’s voice…

Contents of the package:

> The instructor will prepare programmes for
individuals and small groups, beginners and
advanced dancers.
> You will be told about the history of oriental
dance and henna decoration.
> Costumes – dance with veils, wands, candles
and sabres.
> Hire of money belts.
> Basics of oriental dance, or teaching tailored
to the participant’s current level of proficiency.
> Gifts – novelty pencil and Wallachian Kingdom
gift pack (you will receive this by pigeon post
after the service):
• Wallachian Kingdom passport, Commemo
rative certificate, Wallachian Kingdom
funprint, Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
• Wallachian Kingdom sticker (only with
package POH 031 061).

Physical abilities: Participants must take account of
their current state of health. The
service is not suitable for pregnant
women.
Total time:
2 hours.
Number of
participants:
Maximum 6 people.
Spectators:
Spectators cannot be present.
Clothes and
Wear your own T-shirt (ideally
equipment:
short, tight), skirt or jogging bot
toms, soleless training shoes or
thick socks.
Season:
All year round.
Weather:
The service does not depend on
the weather.
Location:
Karviná.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
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A unique jewel of your very own
Package code: POH 033 090
Do you want to be absolutely certain that the jewellery you
wear is truly original and unique? Then make it yourself! Oldfashioned enamel jewellery – worn by our grandmothers,
now antiques – showcases the skills of the jeweller and demands a brave, timeless choice of colours. That is why today’s
jewellers find such intense inspiration in this old technique.
Enamel jewellery is
Physical abilities: No limits.
delicate and striking
Total time:
4–5 hours.
at the same time.
Number of
Contents of the package:
participants:
Max. 10 people.
> Supervised by an instructor, clients are
Spectators:
Up to 10 people
guided through the techniques of making
(including participants).
enamel jewellery.
Clothes and
Your own working clothes (the
> The jewel is then fired in a portable kiln and
equipment:
risk of damage to clothing is small
set into the necessary metal components,
dyes can be washed out). All
which are supplied by the instructor.
necessary material and equipment
> Gifts – Karviná souvenir and Wallachian
is provided by the instructor.
Kingdom gift pack (you will receive this by
Season:
All year round.
pigeon post after the service):
Weather:
The service is not dependent on
• Commemorative certificate, Wallachian
the weather.
Kingdom passport.
Location:
Karviná.
• Wallachian Kingdom funprint.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard, Wallachian
Other remarks: You will need to provide your own
Kingdom sticker.
interpreter.
• Wallachian Kingdom T-shirt.

Woodcarving adventure
Package code: POH 034 094
The smell of freshly cut wood… Pick up a chisel and the
block will be transformed into a beautiful carving. Show
what you can do!

Contents of the package:

>
>
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> A master woodcarver will show you the basics
of woodwork, tools,
Physical
The service is
and carving
abilities:
suitable for
techniques. Under his
adults.
supervision, you will
Total time:
6 hours.
try out selected
Number of
techniques, and you
participants: 1 person.
will eventually go home with your own,
Spectators:
Maximum 3 spectators.
hand-carved souvenir.
The day includes refreshments.
Clothes and
Working clothes for the workshop.
Gifts – Karviná souvenir and gift pack
equipment:
Equipment will be provided.
(you will receive this by pigeon post after
Season:
All year round.
the event):
Weather:
The service does not depend on
• Commemorative certificate.
weather conditions.
• Wallachian Kingdom passport.
Location:
Karviná.
• Wallachian Kingdom postcard.
When to book: Ideally 2 weeks in advance.
• Wallachian Kingdom funprint.
Other remarks: You will need to provide your
own interpreter.

Main attractions and places of interest
Fryštát Chateau: main chateau building – guided tour route no. 1 /37/:

Masarykovo nám. 1, 733 01 Karviná-Fryštát, tel.: 596 318 382, fax: 596 312 453,
e-mail: zamek-frystat@karvina.org, www.zamek-frystat.cz. Open during the season from April to the end of
October, Tues–Sun from 10.00 to 17.00. except the first Saturday and last Sunday of each month (reserved for
wedding ceremonies). Last tour at 16.00. Disabled access. The tour of the interior lasts 50 minutes and takes in
17 rooms with aristocratic furniture demonstrating the way of life of the former owners of the local estates. After
the renovation of the Lottyhaus was completed in 2003, the tour was extended to include two more routes.
Guided tours only. Entry fee: CZK 60, concessions CZK 40 and CZK 30, family ticket CZK 120.

Chagall Chateau gallery /38/:

Masarykovo nám. 1 (ground floor, right wing of the Fryštát chateau, Karviná-Fryštát, tel.: 596 322 859,
www.chagall.cz
Opening hours: Tues–Sun: 9.00–18.00. Entry free of charge. Exhibitions of art by renowned figures in the
Czech and international art world.

L ottyhaus: next to the chateau - guided tour routes nos. 2 and 3 /37/:

Contact details – as for Fryštát chateau. The Lottyhaus is linked to the main chateau building via a covered,
glazed walkway. Guided tour route no. 2 takes in 15 salons showcasing the way of life of aristocratic families
and burghers in the 19th century. Opening hours – as for guided tour route no. 1, but no restrictions due
to weddings. Entry fee: as for guided tour route no. 1. Guided tour route
no. 3 includes a permanent exhibition of 19th century Czech art
from the collections of the National Gallery, Prague. Open all year
round, Tues–Sun: 10.00–17.00 (last entry 16.00). Entry fee:
CZK 40, concessions CZK 25 and 20, family ticket CZK 80.

‘Leaning’ Church of St Peter of A lcantara /39/: Ostravská street (road no. 59 going towards

Ostrava), Karviná-Doly.
The church was built in 1736. It is unique in that subsidence related to coal mining caused the ground under
the church to sink by 36 metres in only 40 years. The church now leans to one side at an angle of 6.8 degrees.
The building is now open to visitors, and services take place in Czech and Polish. The church has become an
interesting pilgrimage site.

Exhibition gallery of the Museum of Těšín /40/: Masarykovo nám. 10, 733 01 Karviná-Fryštát,

tel.: 596 311 425, e-mail: muzeum@muzeumct.cz, www.muzeumct.cz
Opening hours: Tues–Fri: 8.00–12.00, 12.30–16.00, Sat–Sun: 13.00–17.00. Individual tours.
Entry fee: CZK 25, concessions: children under 6 free of charge, children from 6 to 15, students and
pensioners CZK 10, family tickets (2 adults, 2 children) CZK 40, nursery and primary schools CZK 5.

Town events: Easter fair (March / April), Earth Day (April), Music festival (May / June), Karviná Days,

Festival of ethnic minorities ( June), European Days of Culture and Sport, Karviná Cup (August), Karviná
Totem (August), Book fair, Miners’ fair (September), Around Karviná by bike (September), Days of
European Cultural Heritage (September), Colourful Autumn (September), Christmas fair (December).
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Leisure activities
DISCOS AND ENTERTAINMENT:
BIZON CLUB /1/, Bohumínská, Karviná-Nové Město
BRNO wine bar /2/, Kosmonautů, Karviná-Ráj
ČERVENÁ SEDMA /3/, Stavbařů 2203, Karviná-Mizerov
TEQUILA bar /4/, Havířská 1783, Karviná-Nové Město
Hotel Darkov /5/, Lázeňská 254, Karviná-Lázně Darkov
ALABAMA bar /6/, Těreškovové 2233, Kárviná-Mizerov
CASPER café /7/, Fryštátská 56, Karviná-Fryštát

Dance: Fri–Sat 21.00–5.00
Dance: Fri–Sat 20.00–2.00
Disco: Fri–Sat 21.00–2.00
Disco: Fri–Sat 21.00–4.00
Dance evenings, live music: Fri–Sat 18.00– 24.00
Country, disco: Fri–Sat
Disco: Fri–Sat

FITNESS:
Figure studio /8/, Čajkovského 2184, Karviná-Mizerov
Fitcentrum Aréna /9/, Haškova 643, Karviná-Ráj
Fitness Centrum Karviná /10/, Kašparova 2978, Karviná-Hranice
Fitness centrum STaRS /11/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
Fitness Malibu /86/, Masarykovo náměstí 93, Karviná-Fryštát
TABLE TENNIS:
Juventus Regional Leisure Centre /12/, U Bažantnice 1794, Karviná-Nové Město
TENNIS COURTS:
Darkov Spa park /13/, Karviná-Lázně Darkov
STaRS sports hall /14/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
Rehabilitation Sanatorium tennis courts /15/,
Rehabilitation Sanatorium, Karviná-Hranice
Kovona Karviná sports centre /16/, Sportovní, Karviná-Nové Město
Town stadium /87/, U Hřiště, Karviná-Ráj
Dělnická primary school /85/, Sokolovská 1758, Karviná-Nové Město
SQUASH:
STaRS sports hall /17/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
BADMINTON:
STaRS sports hall /18/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
Dělnická primary school /85/, Sokolovská 1758, Karviná-Nové Město
SAUNA:
Sauna Oáza /19/, Karola Śliwky 53, Karviná-Fryštát
Sauna Fitcentrum Aréna /20/, Haškova 643, Karviná-Ráj
STaRS sports hall /21/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
SALT CAVES:
/22/ Einsteinova 2867, Karviná-Hranice
SHOOTING RANGE:
Sports shooting club 2. ZO AVZO ČR /23/, U Bažantnice, Karviná-Nové Město
Sports shooting club KOVONA KARVINÁ /24/, Sportovní, Karviná-Nové Město
HORSE RIDING:
Riding club DVŮR OLŠINY /25/, Olšiny 59, Karviná-Staré Město
Excursions on horseback /26/, Mr. Poloch, tel.: 603 737 826
HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGES:
Riding club DVŮR OLŠINY /25/, Olšiny 59, Karviná-Staré Město, tel.: 777 336 338
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Leisure activities
BOWLING:
Bowling /27/, Einsteinova 2867, Karviná-Hranice
Bowling /28/, Jaroslava Vrchlického 758,
Karviná-Nové Město
Bowling Club /29/, U Lesa 762, Karviná-Ráj
SPINNING:
STaRS sports hall /30/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
Fitness Malibu /86/, Masarykovo náměstí 93, Karviná-Fryštát
IN-LINE SKATING
STaRS sports hall /30/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
SWIMMING:
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL /31/, Leonovova 1797, Karviná-Hranice
OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL /32/, Havířská 1783, Karviná-Nové Město

BEACH VOLLEYBALL:
Outdoor swimming pool /33/, Havířská 1783, Karviná-Nové Město
Dělnická primary school /85/, Sokolovská 1758, Karviná-Nové Město
BEACH FOOTBALL:
Dělnická primary school /85/, Sokolovská 1758, Karviná-Nové Město
SKATEPARK:
Skateboard park (U-ramp) /34/, Leonovova (on the site of the indoor swimming pool), Karviná-Hranice
GO-KART HIRE:
/35/ Behind the TESCO hypermarket, Karviná-Ráj, Mr. Ferenc, tel.: 605 202 055
MINIGOLF:
/36/ Park next to the Rehabilitation Sanatorium in Karviná-Hranice, Karviná-Hranice, tel.: 596 372 231
CYCLE ROUTES
Regional cycle routes: Cycle route no. 6097 leads from Těrlicko via Stonava to Karviná along road no.
III/4687. In the town itself, the cycle route turns left along Svornosti street and leads to the Darkov bridge,
past the bridge along Lázeňská street and Karola Śliwky street, skirting the town centre (along this stretch
of the route, there are signs to the chateau, park, and Town Information Centre). From Karola Śliwky
street the route turns right up Poštovní street, straight on through the traffic lights into Rudé armády
street, turning right up Žižkova street, going straight on through the roundabout and continuing along
Žižkova street. The route passes the Darkov Spa on the left and continues straight on to a junction where
you can turn left or right. Turning left, cyclists are taken onto Mickiewiczova street, which leads to Petrovice u Karvine, where there is a border crossing to Marklovice in Poland. Turning right, route no. 6110
leads to the border crossing in Karviná-Ráj on Polská street. This route runs along Mickiewiczova street,
Borovský street, U Farmy street and Polská street.
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Places to stay, eating and drinking
PLACES TO STAY:
Hotel SPORT /41/, Karola Śliwky (ice stadium), Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
tel.: 596 312 278
www.stars-karvina.cz, e-mail: stars@stars-karvina.cz
Hotel Darkov /42/, Lázeňská 254, Karviná-Lázně Darkov
tel.: 596 311 821
Penzion Jelen guest house /43/, Zámecká 1942, (town centre), Karviná-Fryštát
tel.: 596 314 680
www.penzionjelen.com, e-mail: info@penzionjelen.com
Kosmos furnished apartments /44/, Žižkova 1799, Karviná-Mizerov
tel.: 595 392 100
e-mail: koleje.kosmos@centrum.cz		
HCB dormitory /45/, Havířská 1688, Karviná-Nové Město,
tel.: 596 314 214
Předvoj dormitory /46/, nám. Budovatelů 1306, Karviná-Nové Město
tel.: 596 311 475
e-mail: anna.budniakova@okd.cz
Penzion ALDO guest house /47/, Masarykovo nám. 8, Karviná-Fryštát,
tel.: 596 314 489
www.penzionaldo.cz, e-mail:info@penzionaldo.cz
Hotel-Restaurant Na Fryštátské /48/, Fryštátská 202, Karviná-Fryštát
tel.: 596 313 545
www.nafrystatske.cz, e-mail:info@nafrystatske.cz
Silesian University halls of residence /49/, Na Vyhlídce 1079, Karviná-Nové Město
tel.: 596 398 501
Společenský dům (community hall) /50/, Lázeňský park 498, Karviná-Lázně Darkov tel.: 596 316 565
www.darkov.cz/ubytovani, e-mail: info@darkov.cz
tel.: 596 342 210
MAŠINKA dormitory /84/, railway station, Karviná-Fryštát
EATING AND DRINKING:
Café and restaurant NA ZÁMKU (Chateau) /51/,
Masarykovo nám. 1, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
Restaurant VANILI /52/, Masarykovo nám. 36, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)			
Restaurant ALDEA /53/, Masarykovo nám. 93, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
Restaurant U STARÉ RADNICE /54/, Masarykovo nám., Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
Pizzeria CARUSO /55/, Masarykovo nám. 38, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
Hotel-Restaurant NA FRYŠTÁTSKÉ /56/, Fryštátská 202, Karviná-Fryštát
Oriental restaurant RONG VANG /57/, Fryštátská 72, Karviná-Fryštát
Pub U PARKU /58/, Karola Śliwky 153, Karviná-Fryštát
Restaurant POD ZÁMKEM /59/, park Boženy Němcové, Karviná-Fryštát
Café ROSA /60/, Rehabilitation Sanatorium, Darkov Spa, Karviná-Hranice
Společenský dům (community hall) /61/, Spa park 498, Karviná-Lázně Darkov
HELLENIC RESTAURANT /62/, park Bedřicha Smetany 173, Karviná-Fryštát
Bar ASIA /63/, tř. Osvobození 1639, Karviná-Nové Město
Restaurant U ČÁPA /64/, tř. Osvobození 1766, Karviná-Nové Město
Pub U MARTY /65/, Žižkova 1509, Karviná-Mizerov
Restaurant BESKYD /66/, U Bažantnice, Karviná-Nové Město
Café NEVADA /67/, Centrum 2314, Karviná-Mizerov
COUNTRY CLUB ALABAMA /68/, tř. Těreškovové 2233, Karviná-Mizerov (cowboy menu)
Restaurant and pizzeria LE CAFE /69/, Prameny 801, Karviná-Ráj
Restaurant and pizzeria TRILOBIT /70/, Einsteinova, Karviná-Hranice (opposite the bowling centre)
AQUA BAR /71/, Leonovova, at the indoor swimming pool, Karviná-Hranice
Pizzeria LA GONDOLA /72/, Jaroslava Vrchlického 758, Karviná-Nové Město
Pizzeria NA OSMISTOVCE /73/, nám. Budovatelů 1419, Karviná-Nové Město
Pizzeria ALIBI BAR /74/, Karola Śliwky 783, Karviná-Fryštát
Pizzeria NA STUDENTSKÉ /75/, Studentská 2384, Karviná-Mizerov
Pizzeria GRADO /76/, Borovského 875/122, Karviná-Ráj
Pizzeria (non-smoking) U TURKŮ /77/, Slovenská 504, Karviná-Hranice
Cake shop ADRIA /78/, Fryštátská 86, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre) 				
Restaurant DINOS /79/, Svatopluka Čecha, Karviná-Fryštát
Tea rooms BAMBUSOVÁ CHÝŠE /80/, Zámecká 105, Karviná-Fryštát (town centre)
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Key facts about Karviná, getting to Karviná
Getting to K arviná:

Karviná is located in the north-eastern part of the Czech Republic.
By car:
from Prague – D1 motorway to Brno, Vyškov, R 46 to Olomouc, R 35 to Lipník nad Bečvou,
Hranice, I/48 to Frýdek-Místek, Český Těšín or R56 to Ostrava (around 400 km in total)
from Ostrava – road no. 59 (Fryštátská, Ostravská) for around 25 km
from Český Těšín – road no. 67 for around 15 km
Parking: In the town centre there is a pedestrian zone, and some other parts of the town consist of
residential zones (marked by road signs), where parking is only permitted in marked bays.
The town has a total of 7 paid car parks.
By train: route no. 320 Čadca – Bohumín, Bohumín (18 km from Karviná) can be reached from Prague
on route 270. From Poland (Warsaw – Vienna route) via the border crossing at Petrovice
u Karviné (3 km). Direct routes from Prague and Brno.
By long-distance coach: regular direct services Karviná – Brno (daily; 230 km),
other services from Ostrava.
By bicycle: see section on cycle routes.
By air:
Flight OK 22 from Prague to Ostrava-Mošnov International Airport,
then by bus or taxi to Karviná (around 42 km). Car rental offices are at the airport.

Key facts about K arviná:

The town of Karviná is adjacent to the Polish border. It has a surface area of 57.5 km 2 and approximately
64,000 inhabitants. The maximum elevation is 230 metres above sea level. Karviná is around 25 km from
Ostrava, the third largest city in the Czech Republic, and is part of the Moravian-Silesian Region. The
long-term mean annual air temperature is 9 ° C, the long-term mean annual rainfall 778 mm. The highest
rainfall, as well as the highest temperatures, are in July. The average summer temperature is 25 °C.

Tourist Information:

Karviná Town Information Centre /82/, Masarykovo nám. (Masaryk Square) 71
tel.: 596 318 620
e-mail: micka@rkka.cz
web: http://mic.rkka.cz
Open: Mon–Fri 8.00–18.00, Sat 8.00–13.00
The Information Centre provides information on the town and the
surrounding area, leaflets, souvenirs, maps and publications.
The Centre also runs a second hand bookshop and the Pod věží
(Under the Tower) Gallery.
Information Centre Branch /83/:
Main Railway Station, tel.: 596 311 541
e-mail: miccd@rkka.cz
Open: Mon–Fri 8.00–16.00

Contact:
Statutory Town of Karviná
Moravian-Silesian Region
Czech Republic
Ul. Fryštátská 72/1
733 24 Karviná-Fryštát
tel.:
+420 596 387 111
fax:
+420 596 317 650
e-mail:
info@karvina.org
http://www.karvina.org
www.karvina-info.cz
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General Terms and Condition
These General Terms and Conditions apply to all services provided by the VALAŠSKÉ KRÁLOVSTVÍ s. r. o.
(Wallachian Kingdom) travel agency, hereafter also “VK s. r. o.”, and form an integral part of each Package of
Experiences.

I. Introduction

The VALAŠSKÉ KR ÁLOVSTVÍ s. r. o. (Wallachian Kingdom) travel agency advertises and mediates the sale
and purchase of selected events and activities via the Packages of Experiences of the Wallachian Kingdom
including the Packages of Experiences in Karviná. The client can purchase Packages ofExperiences for him/
herself or for a third party. The contractual relationship between VK s. r. o. and the client enters into force on
payment of the listed price of a Package of Experiences to VK s. r. o. By purchasing the Package of Experiences,
the client confirms his/her consent with the General Terms and Conditions. Clients can purchase Packages
of Experiences of VK s. r. o. in person, at a sales point of VK s. r. o., through a network of selected information centres, hotels, travel agencies, and via the internet at www.valasske-kralovstvi.cz/balickyzazitku. On
purchasing a Package of Experiences, the client receives an experience voucher.

II. Protection of personal data

Personal data necessary for communication with the client is exclusively for internal use by VK s. r. o. By
providing his/her personal data, the client confirms that he/she consents to receive information concerning
planned activities, discounts, events etc., unless the client requests otherwise.

III. Subject of the contract of purchase

The subject of the contract of purchase is the Package of Experiences specified in the client’s order.

IV. Rights and responsibilities of the parties to the contract when ordering and
supplying services

1. Order
By submitting a valid order, the client commits him/herself to consume the goods or services specified in
the order.
2. Reservation
Reservations of the date and location of a particular activity must be agreed with VK s. r. o. by no later than
the date listed on the experience voucher, unless otherwise agreed by mutual consent of both parties. If
the client does not make a reservation by the date listed on the experience voucher, he/she loses the right to
claim the selected service, and loses the right to compensation of any kind. By reserving the date and location of a particular activity, VK s. r. o. commits to provide to the client the relevant service in accordance
with the agreed quality and to the agreed extent.
3. Claiming a service as part of a Package of Experiences
The service will be provided to the bearer of the experience voucher.
4. Responsibilities of clients
Clients take part in all activities exclusively at their own risk. The client him/herself must judge whether his/
her state of health and physical condition allow him/her to undertake the selected activity safely. Information
on restrictions applicable to selected services offered as Packages of Experiences (e.g. age, state of health,
physical condition, the necessity for a medical check-up) is provided as part of the accompanying information which forms an integral part of each Package of Experiences. Several of the services are dependent
on weather conditions. If an activity is cancelled due to unfavourable weather, the client who reserved the
particular activity for that date/time has the right to re-schedule the service for a different date/time.

V. Prices and conditions of payment

Pricing policy
The parties to the contract agree on the purchase price of the Package of Experience as listed in the binding
order. The sending of the experience voucher to the client is conditional upon the payment of the purchase
price. The purchase price includes all costs associated with the provision of the service as listed in the Package
of Experiences of VK s. r. o.
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General Terms and Condition
VI. Cancellation of a contract of purchase

If a client cancels the contract of purchase less than 30 (thirty) days prior to the date on which the service is to
be claimed, the cancellation fee totals 20 (twenty) percent of the purchase price of the Package of Experiences.
If a client cancels the contract of purchase less than 10 (ten) days prior to the date on which the service is to be
claimed, the cancellation fee totals 50 (fifty) percent of the purchase price of the Package of Experiences.
The cancellation fee totals 100 (one hundred) percent of the purchase price of the Package of Experiences in
the following cases: if the client fails to produce a valid experience voucher; if the client fails to be present
at the agreed date and at the location at which the service is to be provided; if the client cancels his/her
participation on the day on which the service is to be provided or on the day prior to which the service is to be
provided; if the client cancels the service of his/her own free will during the course of the service; if the client
commits a gross breach of safety regulations; if the client is not fit to claim the services (due to unsuitable age,
obvious health-related restrictions etc.).
If a Package of Experiences is cancelled by the provider due to unsuitable weather conditions, technical
reasons, or exceptional events, the provider will offer to the client a replacement Package of Experiences or
will refund the full purchase price to the client.

VII. Responsibilities of the parties to the contract

The client is bound:
> to produce all necessary documentation for the provision of the service (e.g. travel documents, insurance,
confirmation of prior medical check-up, etc.); a list of the necessary documentation will be provided to
the client no later than the time of ordering. VK s. r. o. bears no responsibility for any damages occurring
as a result of the non-validity or incompleteness of the necessary documentation;
> to provide adult supervision for people under 15 (fifteen) years of age or for people who require such
supervision as a result of their state of health;
> in cases of people under the age of 18 (eighteen) not accompanied by a legal guardian, to obtain consent
from the legal guardian;
> to be present at the appropriate time and location of the service.
VK s. r. o. is bound to provide to the client, no later than the commencement of the service, all detailed
information concerning all facts which are of relevance to the customer in relation to the service and which are
known to VK s. r. o.
In the case of circumstances preventing the provision of the service according to the agreed conditions, VK
s. r. o. has the right to implement the relevant changes to the service or to cancel the service; notification of
changes to the service or cancellation of the service will be given without undue delay.

VIII. Complaints and refunds

VK s. r. o. is bound to provide the service as specified in the Package of Experiences to the client in accordance
with this General Terms and Conditions and with valid legal requirements.

Notification of complaints
Clients must notify VK s. r. o. of complaints in writing and without undue delay, within 5 (five) days at the
latest after the provision of the service. VK s. r. o. is bound to inform the client of the company’s response to
the complaint within 30 (thirty) days at the latest after receipt of the client’s written notification of complaint.

IX. Concluding provisions

1. If a client fails to fully claim a purchased service (activity) due to objective reasons over which VK s. r. o.
has no influence, the client has no right to a reduction in the price of the service in question unless agreed
otherwise.
2. The rights and responsibilities of the parties to the contract not explicitly stipulated in these General Terms
and Conditions are governed by the legal regulations set out in the Civil Code of the Czech Republic.
3. These General Terms and Conditions are valid as of 1 June, 2006.
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